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2016 represented a period of adjustment 
from a legislative point of view.

After the 2015 introduction of the jobs 
act, which overturned the equilibriums 
established by the Workers’ Statute, last 
year we saw the first indications, both in 
jurisprudence and in the administrative 
circulars, concerning “increased 
protections”, privacy and remote control, 
new rules on job duties and responsibilities, 
self-employed workers and unemployment 
benefits.  Meanwhile 2016 also saw the 
end of the mobility allowance. From 2017, 
workers who lose their jobs, even as part of 
a collective layoff, will only be entitled to 
NASPI, calculated on the basis of criteria 
that apply equally to all types of involuntary 
unemployment.
The common thread running through 

the entire jobs act revolution seems to be 
a compromise between the wish to reduce 
every type of working relationship as far as 
possible to one of employment, and an  
opposing push to weaken employee 
protections: either those enjoyed by workers 
whose relationship remains unchanged, or 
those foreseen in the event of a termination. 
In this context, self-employment is viewed 
quite unfavourably by the legislator, as 
though this were the cause of all workers' 
ills and those of the company.

And yet Art. 1 of the Constitution, which 
states that “Italy is a democratic republic, 
founded on work”, makes specific reference 
to this type of work: not only employment, 
but also entrepreneurial, professional and 
independent work. The equal dignity of 
all forms of labour is therefore a principle 
upheld by the constitution.  

5
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Despite this, labour law from the Biagi Act 
to the Jobs Act has treated collaborative 
relationships as essentially crooked and 
something to be monitored, regardless of 
how they work in practice.

Full employment is incentivized both 
through tax relief and a weakening of 
workers' protections in the event of 
dismissal. And, rather than promoting 
quasi self-employment, it prefers to set out 
a number of special relationships ranging 
from “evergreen” fixed-term contracts, 
to various forms of apprenticeship, and 
finally the currently very fashionable trend 
towards vouchers, which only increase job 
insecurity.

The result is a contradictory system. 
Forcing less rigid working relationships 
which the parties themselves prefer into the 
straightjacket of employment, only serves 
to solidify a company's organizational 
structure.

Once the law has reduced all types of 
relationship within the firm to one of 
employment, it then proceeds to make it 
more precarious, reducing reinstatements 

to a minimum in the event of dismissal, 
limiting the size of the benefit where 
reinstatement is denied and liberalizing 
the fixed-term contract.  What would 
be preferable would be a system based 
on employee choice. Full employment 
implies rigidity, reduces the individual's 
independence, and is normally less well 
paid, but in compensation it should 
guarantee job stability.

Self-employment, instead, gives workers 
the freedom to perform their work and 
manage their time in the organization 
as they wish. Rather than demonized, it 
should be encouraged as a way to involve 
individuals in the business risk, motivate 
them to work more productively and allow 
them to aspire to higher earnings than those 
of an employee. These earnings can then be 
reinvested in starting up a new business, 
thus creating a virtuous circle which could 
drive the much vaunted economic recovery.

Salvatore Trifirò
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LABOUR LAW
WHAT IS NEW IN THE LEGISLATION

Labor Law

2

Following a busy year of regulatory change in 2015 (including the 
enactment of the many decrees contained in the “Jobs Act.”), 2016 
was characterized by few legislative measures, mainly enacting 
Law no. 208/2015 (the 2016 Stability Act), but including numerous 
clarifications from the Ministry of Labour or the institutions on the 
new law.

We should begin by noting first of all Leg. Dec. no 8 of 15 January 
2016, which decriminalizes any violations punishable only by a fine, 
as well as some of the most serious cases carrying a prison sentence, 
which are now subject to administrative sanction alone.

The Ministry of Labour, in Circular no. 6 of 5 February 2016, 
furnished rules for the application of the said legislation (both cases 
were covered in detail in the February 2016 newsletter). 

Following the aforementioned (partial) decriminalization, INPS also 
issued its Circular no. 121 of 5 July 2016 - August 2016 newsletter - 
setting out its own clarification regarding the failure to pay pension 
contributions. This specified, among other things, that the 10,000 
euro threshold (above which a failure to pay is punishable with a 
criminal sentence of up to three years' imprisonment as well as a 
fine of up to 1,032 euros) is calculated for the period 1 January - 31 

Developments in Civil 
Law.

Commercial Law, Company 
Law, Insurance Law, Industrial 
Law, Financial Law, Regulatory 
Law, Sports Law.

Luca D'Arco Developments in Labour Law, 
Pensions Law and Trade Union 
Law.

Constitution of the 
Relationship, Management of 
the Relationship, Termination 
of the Relationship, Special 
Relationships, Corporate 
Restructuring, Transfer of 
Businesses, Trade Union Law 
and Industrial Relations, Agent, 
Promoter and Brokerage 
Relationships, Due Diligence

http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/29/newsletter-tp98/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/09/01/newsletter-tp-n104-agosto-2016/
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December of each year. 

This includes any omitted payments even 
where different pension agencies are involved.

In its reply to ruling no. 1/2016 of 20 January 
2016 - February 2016 newsletter - the Ministry 
of Labour made clear that, in the event of a 
separation between companies belonging to 
the same group, the interests of the separated 
company may coincide with the common 
interest of the group, just as is expressly foreseen 
for a network agreement.

In Circular no. 3 of 1 February 2016 – 
also described in detail in the February 
2016 newsletter – the Ministry of Labour 
furnished early instructions for inspectors and 
clarified the new rules permitting employer-
coordinated freelance contracts, in addition to 
the cases specified in article 2, paragraph 2 of 
Legislative Decree no. 81/2015, provided that 
the work performed is not exclusively personal, 
or organized by the client in terms of times and 
place of work.

With Ministerial Decree of 13 April 2016 
– May 2016 newsletter - the Ministry of 
Labour enacted the rules set forth in the 2016 
Stability Act on so-called “Facilitated Part 
Time”, allowing private sector employees on 
open-ended employment contracts and near 
retirement, to transform the relationship into 
a part-time one to avoid the negative impact of 

such a decision on their pension.
In Circular 28E of 15 June 2016 - July 
2016 newsletter – the Revenue Agency, in 
conjunction with the Ministry of Labour 
and Social Policy, set out the procedures and 
requirements to benefit from a substitute 10 per 
cent income tax and regional and municipal 
taxes (introduced by article 1, paragraphs 182-
190 of Law no. 208/2015 (the 2016 Stability 
Act), with specific reference to:

- performance bonuses and the proceeds from 
profit sharing

- non-taxable goods and services (benefits), 
“corporate welfare": employees' services 
and benefits in kind or paid in the form of 
reimbursed expenses for broadly defined 
social purposes excluded from the employees' 
income;

http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/29/newsletter-tp98/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/29/newsletter-tp98/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/29/newsletter-tp98/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/05/31/newsletter-tp101/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/07/28/newsletter-tp-n103-luglio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/07/28/newsletter-tp-n103-luglio-2016/
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- benefits and services relating to schooling 
and education, recreation, welfare, healthcare 
or worship as well as children's play centres, 
summer camps and scholarships;

- benefits and care allowances for elderly or 
dependent relatives;

- payments in the form of certificates (vouchers 
and luncheon vouchers);

- goods and services (benefits) provided in lieu 
of bonuses.

Leg. Dec. no. 136 of 17 July 2016 - described 
in detail in the August and November 2016 
newsletters – enacted EU directive no. 2014/67/
EU on the international transfer of workers 
among member states of the European Union.

This single text lays down the requirements for 
the transfer and working conditions of workers, 
including those transferred under supply 
contracts or subcontracting agreements.

Leg. Dec. no. 185 of 24/9/2016 - October 2016 
newsletter – introduced supplementary and 
corrective rules to legislative decrees nos. 81, 
148, 149, 150 and 151 of 2015 (enacting the 
Jobs Act). 
Important additions concerned apprenticeships 
and ancillary work, and two amendments were 
made to the procedure for obtaining temporary 
or special unemployment benefit.

The corrective decree, whilst also altering 
the rules with regard to online resignations, 
enlarging the category of application, failed to 
resolve certain problems that have arisen in the 
meantime concerning the operating and legal 
profile (in particular concerning the case of 
employees who resign without completing the 
online procedure).

The Ministry of Labour, in an attempt to meet 

requests for clarification and details to clear 
up interpretations of the online resignation 
procedure and consensual departures, which 
came into force on 12 March 2016, published a 
series of FAQs on its site which are periodically 
updated and explained in detail in the August 
2016 newsletter.



The corrective decree to the Jobs Act 
also requires the traceability of vouchers, 
introducing new disclosure obligations for 
those who use them to pay ancillary work.
 

In Circular no. 1/2016 of 17 October 2016 - 
 October 2016 newsletter - the National Labour 
Inspectorate furnished rules for compliance 
with the new legislative obligations.

Labor Law
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PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION IN THE DIGITAL 
WORKPLACE

Damiana Lesce and Valeria De Lucia

“Date is the new oil”. Once gathered and 
processed, in the age of the digital economy and 
personalized market profiling, data represents 
the fundamental fuel of 21st century business.

Meanwhile, these days we are all used to 
sharing, uploading and saving our data using 
increasingly advanced online tools, and in so 
doing partially waiving our right to privacy in 
return for goods or services, greater efficiency 
at work, and simpler and faster contacts with 
friends, relatives, customers and colleagues.

The heightened focus on the question of privacy 
by the Italian government and the EU and its 
implications for the employment relationship 
is driven by the inability to prevent citizens, 
workers and business people from exploiting 
the potential of modern technology, at the same 
time accepting the importance of protecting 
such a fundamental right as the protection 
of personal data (recognised as such by the 
European Union Charter on Human Rights).
 

This was the background to the 2015 Jobs 
Act's amendments to Article 4 of the Workers' 
Statute regarding “remote control”. 2016 also 
saw new developments on this issue.

→ CLOCKING IN/OUT APP 

On 8 September 2016 the Privacy Commissioner 
replied to a request from a supply agency 
for a preliminary evaluation of the use of an 
application - with geolocation functionality 
- installed on employees' smartphones to 
monitor time and attendance by logging in and 
clicking on “enter” and “exit”.

Labor Law
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This raises a delicate question. That of the 
ability to locate workers, and what's more with 
a tool like a smartphone in the worker's pocket 
which could be used to track people outside the 
workplace and working hours. 

The Commissioner accepted that the employer 
needs to be able to tell whether the worker 
is clocking in or out at the workplace or 
somewhere else, thereby manipulating the 
system.

It therefore decided to authorize use of the app, 
with certain precautions: the agency could only 
gather geolocation data at the workplace and 
only the clocking in/out date and time, and, 

The distinction is extremely significant, given 
that following the legislative amendment of 
2015, Art. 4 of the Workers' Statute excludes the 
need for a trade union agreement or ministerial 
authorization for tools used by employees 
to perform their work including time and 
attendance tools and allows the employer 
to use the data gathered with such tools for 
“any purpose connected to the employment 
relationship” providing the worker is properly 
informed about how the tools are used the 
controls are in place that meet the provisions of 
the Privacy Code.

Returning to the Commissioner's decision, the 
data processing under preliminary assessment 

in line with the principles of transparency and 
fairness, set up the system to show an icon on 
the device screen indicating that geolocation 
is on, to prevent the accidental capture of data 
extraneous to the authorized purposes.

→ SOFTWARE: WHAT ARE (AND ARE 
NOT) WORK TOOLS 

The Commissioner also issued another recent 
order on 13 July 2016, setting out the difference 
between “lawful” software and software which 
goes beyond the definition of “work tool” under 
the terms of Article 4 of the Workers’ Statute

proved to use software systems which were 
not perceptible by the user ("background"), 
and could be used for the constant and 
indiscriminate "monitoring", "filtering", 
"control" and "tracking" of the user's Internet 
access and e-mail use.

The Commissioner ruled that “Such software 
cannot be classified as "tools used by employees 
to perform their work" (under the terms of 
Article 4, paragraph 2, Law no. 300/1970…)” 
and that such data processing is in breach of 
the principles of necessity, pertinence and 
restraint set forth in the Privacy Code which 
rule out massive, prolonged, constant and 
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indiscriminate controls, such as, in this case, 
the systematic recording of MAC Addresses 
and network connection data.

Instead, software and applications that are 
strictly functional to the performance of the 
work, including security tools, are classified 
as “work tools”. For example, the term may 
cover e-mail (a personal account given to 
the employee) and other corporate network 
services such as the Internet connection  and 
security systems such as logging, antivirus 
protection and web filtering (provided they 
are installed and used in accordance with the 
Commissioner's guidelines).

→ PRIVACY SHIELD: TRANSFER OF DATA 
TO THE USA

Invalidation of the Safe Harbour in 2015 threw 
many multinational companies into a panic.
The United States was no longer regarded as 
a country providing an adequate degree of 
personal data protection.

As a result, the transfer of data was forbidden 
except in certain cases (e.g. with the use of 
“Binding Corporate Rules”). However, with 
effect from November 2016, the transfer of data 
from Europe to the USA once again becomes 
“lawful”.

With the order of 27 October 2016, published 
in the Official Journal of 22 November 2016, the 
Privacy Commissioner, in line with European 
Commission decision no. 2016/1250 of 12 
July 2016 (which ruled that the Privacy Shield 
Agreement gives an adequate level of protection 
for data transferred from the European Union 
to U.S.-based organizations “certified” under 
the  said agreement) authorized the transfer of 
personal data from Italy to organizations based 

in the United States and listed as signatories to 
the Privacy Shield.

Businesses operating in the USA that sign up 
to this international agreement with the United 
States Trade Department may transfer data 
from EU countries without having to obtain 
authorization from Member States, providing 
they adhere to the rules contained in the 
agreement.

The U.S. Trade Department will subject the 
signatories to the Privacy Shield to periodic 
investigations to make sure they follow the 
new rules and, in the event of non-compliance 
may be fined and struck off the list of certified 
businesses.

The shield also introduces transparency 
guarantees in relation to data access by the 
U.S. government.  The United States prohibits 
indiscriminate mass surveillance of any 
personal data transferred under the agreement. 

Another extremely important development 
is the introduction of tools to protect the 
individual whose right to personal data privacy 
is violated within the Privacy Shield framework.
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→ COMPLIANCE WITH NEW EU GDPR 
REQUIRED BY 2018.

Along with the Italian government, the 
European Union has also decided to revisit the 
issue of privacy, adopting the new EU General 
Data Protection Regulation.  

The text - published in the Official Journal of 
the European Union on 4 May 2016 - will take 
direct effect in all EU countries from 25 May 
2018, when all national legislation on data 
protection and standards must be perfectly 
harmonized.
Public administrations and businesses will 
have to comply with a series of requirements 

by this deadline to avoid potentially draconian 
sanctions:

up to 20 million euros or 4% of annual revenues.

• PRIVACY BY DESIGN:

Whenever an authority or business intends 
to introduce a new form of data processing 
which might present “high risks” to the 
rights of the interested parties, it must carry 
out a preliminary assessment of the impact 
to minimize these risks and ensure that 
the systems design incorporates features to 
guarantee an adequate degree of protection.

• DATA PROTECTION OFFICER:

The GDPR introduces the figure of Data 
Protection Officer (DPO) in businesses and 
authorities charged with ensuring that they 
manage personal data correctly.

The DPO must, among other things, a) 
inform and advise the Data Controller or Data 
Processor, as well as any employees performing 
data processing, about the obligations entailed 
by the GDPR or any other EU or Member 
State data protection standards; b) oversee 
observance of the GDPR and ensure that the 
personnel involved in the data processing and 
related control activities are properly trained 
and aware of their obligations; c) provide, when 
requested, an opinion on the data protection 
impact assessment and monitor performance;  
d) cooperate with the privacy authority and 
liaise between it and their own organization.

• DATE BREACH:

The data controller must notify the national 
data protection regulator of any data breach.

Should the breach represent a threat to personal 
rights and freedoms, the controller must also 
inform all interested parties (i.e., all those 
whose personal data is 'at risk') and explain 
how they intend to limit the potential adverse 
consequences.

• RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN:

With the introduction of the "right to be 
forgotten", any interested party may obtain the 
deletion of their personal data, including online 
data, by the controller in the circumstances 
described in the GDPR: where the data is only 
held on the basis of consent; where the data is 
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no longer needed for the purposes for which 
it was originally collected; if the data was 
gathered unlawfully; or if the interested party 
has a legitimate objection to its processing.

This is accompanied by the obligation upon the 
data controller responsible for publishing the 
data to notify all those involved in processing it 
of the request for deletion, as far as technically 
possible. 

• RIGHT TO PORTABILITY:
The GDPR also introduces the right to the 
portability of one's personal data allowing the 
subject to transfer it from one data controller 
to another.

Update internal rules on the use of work tools to meet the amended Workers’ 
Statute Article 4.

Risks of non-compliance: data gathered for disciplinary purposes may become 
inadmissible, the legality of sanctions delivered following controls on work tools 
may be contested, possible fines by the privacy commissioner, possible lawsuits 
for compensation.

May 2018 is getting nearer: to make sure you are ready for the EU GDPR, you need 
to start adapting your organizational structure to the new ‘privacy by design’ and 
‘privacy by default’ standards and appoint a Data Protection Officer as well as legal 
and IT advisors.

Risks of non-compliance: fines up to 20 million euros or 44% of global annual 
revenues.

PRIVACY AND LABOUR IN 2017 A CHECKLIST FOR 
BUSINESS



TRADE UNION 
JURISPRUDENCE
NEWS AND CASES OF INTEREST

Trade Union Jurisprudence

3

16

Tommaso Targa

1. Abstention for purely personal or family 
interests cannot be considered striking 

(Cassation, Labour Section, 3 December 2015 
no. 24653).

2. Partial abstention from duties not 
considered to be an exercise of the right to 
strike is unlawful and punishable

(Cassation, Labour Section, 26 January 2016 
no. 1350)

In a case dealt with by this studio, the Court 
of Cassation ruled as lawful a sanction imposed 
on an employee who, declaring that he was 

3. The payment of a fifth of salary to a 
trade union named by the employee is lawful 
and fitting

(Cassation, Labour Section, 26 January 2016 
no. 1353)

An employer cannot refuse to deduct 
and pay over a contribution to a trade union 
designated by the employee, except in 
demonstrably exceptional and burdensome 
cases. Unwarranted refusal by the employer 
constitutes anti-trade union conduct.

joining a supposed strike, simply refused to 
replace an absent colleague, thereby breaching 
an obligation required by the company trade 
union agreement.



Trade Union Jurisprudence

4. Failing to give due notice of the venue 
of a trade union meeting represents anti-
trade union conduct

(Cassation, Labour Section, 26 February 
2016 no. 3837)

An employer who communicates the venue 
of a trade union meeting with only two days 
notice is committing anti-trade union conduct. 
According to the Supreme Court such conduct, 
while lawful in the abstract, is in practice 
intended to compromise trade union activity.

5. In interpreting a collective agreement, 
a judge may introduce an additional 
assessment of equality, to prevent gender 
discrimination. 

(Cassation, Labour Section, 10 March 2016 
no. 4689)

6. Commuting injury recognised during 
trade union activities. 

(Cassation, Labour Section, 7 July 2016 no. 
13882) 

A road accident suffered by an employee 
who is a member of the company RSU and the 
trade union management, travelling on paid 

8. To deny leave to attend a trade union 
meeting outside the work premises because 
the venue is not indicated in the request as 
required by the company agreement, is not 
anti-trade union conduct.  

(Cassation, Labour Section, 10 October 2016 
no. 20319) 

7. The criteria of choice and specific 
procedures for collective layoffs must be 
indicated precisely 

(Cassation, Labour Section, 5 August 2016 
no. 16546)

Any trade union agreement authorizing 
collective layoffs must set out precisely not only 
the criteria of choice behind the agreement, but 
describe exactly how they are to be achieved 
in practice so that an objective and specific 
ranking of the workers maybe drawn up to 
ensure that the employer cannot exercise 
undue discretion.

17

leave to a trade union meeting, is considered a 
commuting injury. According to the Supreme 
Court, such activities may not deemed 
unconnected with work.
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Tommaso Targa

1. Straining or mobbing? 
(Cassation, Labour Section, 19 February 

2016 no. 3291)
Where an employer is found to have behaved 

unfairly or detrimentally towards an employee, 
in a unique and isolated case or even in several 
sporadic cases, this is considered 'straining', a 
weaker form of mobbing.

2. An employee cannot be punished for 
missing a Sunday shift to go to Mass.

 (Cassation, Labour Section, 22 February 
2016 no. 3416)

Punishment of an employee who gives 
advance notice of their absence on a Sunday 
to go to Mass fails to take into the seriousness 
of the behaviour from the point of view of the 

3. Artificial insemination and 
discriminatory dismissal.

(Cassation, Labour Section, 5 April 2016 no. 
6575)

A worker who is dismissed because they 
express the intention to be absent from 
work to travel abroad to undergo artificial 
insemination is invalid because it represents 
gender discrimination.

subjective requirement of intent or negligence, 
or external factors of general conscience and 
the principles which, even tacitly, govern our 
law.

LABOUR LAW JURI-
SPRUDENCE
NEWS AND CASES OF INTEREST

4
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4. Commuting injury even if travelling to 
work on a bicycle

(Cassation, Labour Section, 13 April 2016 no. 
7313)

If an employee has an accident when 
travelling to work by bicycle, it is deemed 
a commuting injury, since cycling is to be 
encouraged for its positive environmental 
impacts.

5. Extension of notice pacts valid
(Cassation, Labour Section, 15 September 

2016 no. 18122)
An extension of notice clause with 

an employer is permissible to guarantee 
the retention of a particularly qualified 
employee and defend against the advances 
of the competition, limiting the employee's 
termination option with a longer period of 
notice.  However, for the pact to be valid, it 
must involve a significant recompense in terms 
of pay and/or career benefits.

7. New Workers' Statute Article 4 on GPS 
and remote control

(Cassation, Labour Section, 5 October 2016 
no. 19922)

A GPS system installed on the employee’s 
vehicle  represents a mechanism of remote 
control of the worker, and as such is unlawful 
because it does not serve a legitimate purpose.

6. A drug addict who quits rehab can be 
fired

(Cassation, Labour Section, 18 July 2016 no. 
14621)

An addicted employee who quits a treatment 
centre forfeits their job protection, and is 
grounds for dismissal as a breach of trust with 
the employer.

19



Civil Law and Commercial Jurisprudence

20

Vittorio Provera and Giovanna Vaglio Bianco

1. Liability of directors without proxies 
(Court of Cassation, 31 August 2016, no. 

17441))
The liability of directors without proxy does 

not entail a general obligation of oversight, 
which would involve objective liability, but 
rather to a breach of the duty to be informed.

The directors therefore respond collectively 
for the harmful consequences of the conduct of 
proxies only if they are aware of circumstances 
requiring their intervention or if they fail to 
obtain the necessary information.

3. Commercial property rental and rent 
increases 

(Court of Cassation, 23 August 2016, no. 
13011)

2. Directors' compensation and limitation 
period.

(Court of Rome, 17 October 2016, no. 19324)
The noting of a debt in the financial 

statements of a public company represents 
an act warranting the interruption of the 
limitation period, providing it is accompanied 
by a full description of the debt: size, motive 
and creditor.

Such annotation is to be understood as 
recognition of the debt (article 2944 Civil 
Code), sufficient to interrupt the limitation 
period, by effect of the approval of the financial 
statements by the shareholders' meeting.

As a result, the noting of a director's 
compensation in the financial statements is 
enough to interrupt the limitation period of 
the creditor's entitlement.

CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL 
JURISPRUDENCE
NEWS AND CASES OF INTEREST

5



Civil Law and Commercial Jurisprudence

On the rental of properties for non-
residential use, any pact aimed not at updating 
the rent in accordance with article 32 of Law no. 
392 of 1978, but at a genuinely rent increase, is 
null and void and the tenant may claim a refund 
of the excess payment within six months of the 
restitution of the property. 

5. Business unit transfer and succession 
of contracts 

(Court of Cassation, Section III, 11 October 
2016 no. 20417)

Where a sale concerns not the whole 
company, but a part of it, the principle of 
common destiny of assets together organized 
to conduct a business still applies. As a 
consequence, any contracts relating to that 
business unit - or those which by their nature 
can be objectively identified, in view of their 
recognisable utility for the area of business 
strictly connected to them - must inevitably 
be deemed to serve the purposes of the 
organization to which they are sold, unless they 
are personal assets (see article 2558 Civil Code) 
or unless the parties - pursuant to the express 
provision of article 2558 Civil Code - have 
agreed to exclude certain assets or contracts 
from the succession, and have therefore also 
specified the contractual relationships which 
by their nature are objectively and recognisably 
instrumental to the area of business retained by 
the seller.

It follows that the seller's contractual 

7. Declaration of bankruptcy for a holding 
(Court of Cassation, 25 July 2016, no. 15346)
For a personal holding to be deemed an 

independent business subject to bankruptcy 
law, the activities of direction and control, 
including negotiations, must be performed 
in one's own name and characterized by an 
objective desire to pursue profits for the group 
or its members, and therefore independent of 
verification of the requisite use of the name and 
so-called externalization, or proof of behaviour 
by the apparent shareholders such as to deceive 
third parties regarding the existence of the 
company.

relationships must be deemed to be transferred, 
under the terms of article 2558 Civil Code, 
to the buyer of the business unit, unless the 
parties have agreed otherwise and again unless 
the contracts are objectively recognisable as 
extraneous to the business unit sold.

21
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8. Clawbacks and “customary terms” 
(Court of Cassation, 7 December 2016, no. 

25162)
On the question of bankruptcy clawbacks 

and, in particular, on the exemption under 
article 67, paragraph 3, letter a) of the 
Bankruptcy Law, the Court of Cassation ruled 
that with the phrase “payments for goods and 
services made in the exercise of business within 
the customary terms” the legislator is referring 
exclusively to the direct relationship between 
the parties, highlighting the change in terms, 
not only in the sense of deadlines, but also in 
the entire payment procedure which is not 
customary practice in the industry in question.

9. Transfer of loans and interest rate 
(Court of Cassation, 16 February 2016, no. 

2978)
The transfer of a loan, consisting in the 

transfer of ownership of a debt position, 
composed, of the right to payment, but also 
to the privileges, real and personal guarantees 
and other accessory entitlements, also entails 
the transfer to the assignee of the right to 
interest on the arrears, at the conditions and 

10. Management decisions of directors of 
public companies incontestable

(Court of Cassation, 8 September 2016, no. 
17761)

The director of a public company cannot 
be held contractually liable for poor business 
decisions, since such a judgement applies to 
entrepreneurial discretionary powers and 
might if anything arise in connection to a 
decision of dismissal for just cause. In this 
context, the judgement on the diligence of 
the director in carrying out his/her mandate 
cannot involve business choices (even in the 
presence of significant contingencies). 

However, the judge's verdict must assess 
the diligence shown by the management body 
in taking into account the margins of risk 
associated with a given operation, checking that 
the directors have put in place due safeguards 
and controls and obtained the information 
normally required within the framework of 
such transactions.

to the extent that, by law, they are due to the 
creditor. If, therefore, the debtor has stipulated 
an interest rate with the creditor in excess of 
the legal minimum, the same interest is due to 
the assignee, including for the grace period. 
On the other hand, if no such pact has been 
agreed between the original parties, the legal 
minimum interest is due.
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INSURANCE LAW
BY BONAVENTURA MINUTOLO

1. A bank draft is not sufficient proof 
of payment of an insurance premium.

Court of Lecco, 11 November 2016. 

Should an insurance company contest the 
validity of policies that a policyholder claims 
were signed through an agent, the bank drafts 
made out to the company are not sufficient proof 
of payment of the premiums. The policyholder 
must demonstrate that the cheques produced 
were issued to pay the policies declared to be 
false by the company.

On the basis of this reasoning, the Court of 
Lecco rejected a claim by a policyholder - 
alleging unlawful appropriation by the agent 
of premiums paid for policies which do not 
appear to have been officially issued – for 
reimbursement of damages under article 2049 
of the Civil Code equivalent to the premiums 
paid to stipulate the said policies. 
 
In the event, the cheques did not correspond 
(either in terms of amount or date of issue) 
with the premiums the policyholder presumed 

had been paid.

The policyholder should instead have claimed 
the reimbursement of sums paid for "unjust 
enrichment", but this was not the claim 
advanced by the plaintiff.
 

Case followed by Bonaventura Minutolo and 
Francesco Torniamenti

6
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2.  A receipt signed by the agent 
alone is not sufficient proof of payment 
of an insurance premium. 

Court of Appeal of Milan, 19 April 2016. 

Receipt of payment, drawn up on a pre-
printed form provided by the insurer is not in 
itself proof of payment of the premium by the 
insured. The Milan Court of Appeal ruling thus 
confirms the first degree judgement issued by 
the Court of Lecco.

In particular, the Court of Appeal ruled that 
the payment of premiums to an insurance 
company cannot be demonstrated by receipts 
of payment for policies which only carry the 

3.  The commercial agent’s duties 
end with the promotion of business, 
but not those of the insurance agent.

Court of Teramo, 21 April 2016.

The duties of the commercial agent end with 
business promotion, but not those of the 
insurance agent. The latter cannot walk away 
once the contract is signed,  but must continue 
to follow the insurance relationship, carrying 
out further, and no less important, activities 
which on the one hand entail an entrepreneurial 
organization equipped with a certain structure, 

'printed' signature of the head of the insurance 
company, but not the actual signature of 
a representative of the company, or of the 
management boards of the company.

This ruling is particularly interesting since it 
closes a longstanding legal vacuum. Indeed, 
to resolve this issue (the validity or not to the 
insurer of a company receipt bearing a printed 
signature), we had until recently to refer back 
to a single ruling (Cassation no. 555/1973).

Case followed by Bonaventura Minutolo and 
Francesco Torniamenti

and on the other a relationship of special trust 
with the insurance company given the delicacy 
of the service.
This additional activity further sets the 
insurance agent apart from the commercial 
agent, classed not as an intermediary in the 
exchange of assets, but rather as a service 
provider.
Under this definition of the insurance agent,  
a just cause of withdrawal by the principal is 
the non-fulfillment on the part of the agent 
of the duty to defend the agency’s portfolio, 
through the organized violation of contractual 
obligations to the benefit of a competitor, as 
opposed to a simple manufacturing defect 
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4. A request for liquidation of a 
claim precludes the reimbursement of 
damages for breach of contract.

Court of Appeal of Rome, 24 April 2016.  

The policyholder who takes legal action 
exclusively to obtain the fulfillment of policy 
obligations (liquidation of indemnification) 
may not also claim reimbursement of damages 
for breach of contract.

These are the facts. An insured party who 
had just been indemnified by his insurance 
company for a robbery, suffered a second theft 
and again asked the insurer to be refunded 
the damages. The insurance company refused 
indemnification because  the policyholder, 
following the first claim, had failed to replenish 
the insured capital, a necessary condition for 
indemnification of the second claim. The 
dispute led to a trial before the Court of Rome 
which resulted in the rejection of the insured 
party's request.
 

In the case in point, it emerged that a sizable 
number of policies in the agency portfolio were 
cancelled and that there was an unexplained 
migration of the agency's customers to the 
agency of a competitor company, run by the 
agent's son.

In the subsequent appeal, the policyholder 
complained that the insurance company 
had not comunicated the sum required to 
replenish the insured capital and was therefore 
obliged to claim as damages for breach of 
contract an amount equal to the sum due for 
indemnification.
The Rome Court rejected the appeal stating that 
the only request by the insured (liquidation of 
the second claim) represented a demand for 
fulfillment of the policy,  but failed to meet the 
necessary requisite (the policyholder had not 
replenished the insured capital). The insured 
party was therefore precluded from claiming 
reimbursement of damages for breach of 
contract by the insurance company.

Case followed by Bonaventura Minutolo and 
commented by Francesco Torniamenti

Case followed by Bonaventura Minutolo and 
Teresa Cofano
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1.  Indemnity for reduction of the 
insurance agent's portfolio

Court of Cassation, 16 August 2016, no. 
5221

Indemnity for reduction of the agent's 
portfolio, under article 8 bis of the Insurance 
Agents' National Agreement of 28 July 1994, 
presupposes a downsizing of the portfolio by 
the principal, to be understood as the resolution 
and thereafter extinction of the policies as a 
result of transfer (or fragmentation) in favour 

2.  Illegitimacy of claims-made 
clauses

Court of Cassation, United Sections, 6 
May 2016, no. 9140

In third party liability insurance, the so called 
"mixed or impure" claims-made clause, which 
requires that the harmful act was committed 
within a specific and specified time period, is 
not unfair but may be declared null by lack 
of merit, pursuant to Leg. Dec. no. 206 of 
2005, if it produces a significant imbalance in 

of other agents. 

This is made clear by the exceptions under 
paragraphs 6 and 7 of the same article regarding 
the limited circulation of the corporate 
portfolio or of a changed internal allocation, 
within the framework of events which fail to 
offset the loss of business for the principal.

With this judgement the Court resolves a 
contrast between decisions of merit, ruling that, 
even the resolution and thereafter extinction 
of policies in favour of the insurance company, 
involves the transfer of portfolio quotas.

the contractual rights and obligations at the 
expense of the consumer.  

3.  Third party beneficiaries named 
in life insurance 

Court of Cassation, 19 February 2016, 
no. 3263

In life insurance, the naming as third party 
beneficiary of a person not linked to the 
policyholder by a maintenance obligation or 
economic dependence, must be presumed, 

26
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4. Physical disability and exclusion 
from insurance cover

Court of Cassation, 1 April 2016 no. 6403

In the application of an insurance exclusion 
clause for injury caused by a driver unfit to 
drive, taking the wheel of a vehicle unsuited to 
a driver with prosthetic arms can in no way be 

until proven otherwise, to be a freely made 
decision, and represents an indirect donation.

As such it follows that article 775 of the Civil 
Code applies and if made by a person of 

deemed equivalent to a person driving without 
a license.

unsound mind, may be annulled regardless of 
any prejudice which the person may have felt.
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PRESS RELEASE VIDEO 

■ Jobs Act – Collaborazioni: che cosa è cambiato

■ Jobs Act – Le novità sul lavoro accessorio e i voucher

■ «Statuto del lavoro autonomo» – Tutele, fisco, proprietà 
intellettuale: che cosa cambia e per chi

■ Smart working – Norme «leggere» per il lavoro agile

■ Molestie e violenza nei luoghi di lavoro – Quanto è effica-
ce l’accordo imprese-sindacato?

■ Dimissioni – Le nuove modalità telematiche

■ Incentivi – Welfare aziendale e le novità della legge di stabilità 2016

■ Assunzioni – Gli incentivi nel Jobs Act e nella legge di stabilità per 
il 2016

■ Contratti – L’ apprendistato dopo il Jobs Act

■ Vicini alla pensione – Come funziona il part time agevolato

■ Unioni civili – Legislazione sul lavoro, diritti, contratti, impresa familiare

■ Jobs Act – Contratto di solidarietà espansiva e «ricambio generazionale»

■ Premio “Le Fonti Awards 2016”

■ Jobs Act – Il decreto correttivo: le novità su apprendistato, voucher, di-
missioni telematiche

■ Tutela dei dati – La privacy dopo il Jobs Act e l’adeguamento al nuovo 
regolamento europeo

Claudio Ponari Tommaso Targa

Antonio Cazzella

Valeria De Lucia

Damiana Lesce

Vittorio Provera

■ Libertà di reiterazione del licenziamento 
in presenza di fondati motivi e irrilevanza 
della fungibilità in presenza di un'effettiva 
soppressione di una specifica posizione 
lavorativa

■ Obbligo di repechage: il licenziamento non 
dipende dalla fungibilità del dipendente, ma 
dalla possibilità di reimpiego 

■ Tommaso Targa, partner dello studio Trifirò & 
Partners

■ Unioni civili e rapporto di lavoro

■ Il decreto legislativo recante disposizioni 
integrative e correttive dei decreti attuativi del 
Jobs Act

■ L'assenza ingiustificata prolungata può 
determinare la risoluzione del rapporto di lavoro 
per mutuo consenso

■ I controlli difensivi e l'utilizzabilità delle prove 
raccolte ai fini disciplinari

■ I benefit erogati in sostituzione dei premi: i 
chiarimenti dell'Agenzia delle Entrate

■ Privacy Shield, il Garante autorizza il 
trasferimento dei dati personali negli USA

■ Distacco internazionale: le nuove regole

■ Localizzazione satellitare (GPS) e art. 4 dello 
Statuto: i chiarimenti dell'ispettorato del lavoro

■ La concorrenza sleale in favore di società del 
Gruppo attuata attraverso soggetti interposti

■ Supersocietà di fatto, costituzione e 
conseguenze in caso di insolvenza

■ Videosorveglianza, recenti orientamenti in 
tema di conservazione delle immagini registrate

→View the profile →View the profile

→View the profile

→View the profile

→View the profile

→View the profile

http://www.trifiro.info/2016/01/25/jobs-act-collaborazioni-che-cosa-e-cambiato/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/01/jobs-act-le-novita-sul-lavoro-accessorio-e-i-voucher/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/09/statuto-del-lavoro-autonomo/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/09/statuto-del-lavoro-autonomo/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/16/smart-working-norme-leggere-per-il-lavoro-agile/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/07/molestie-e-violenza-nei-luoghi-di-lavoro/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/07/molestie-e-violenza-nei-luoghi-di-lavoro/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/14/dimissioni-le-nuove-modalita-telematiche/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/15/incentivi-welfare-aziendale-e-le-novita-della-legge-di-stabilita-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/12/assunzioni-gli-incentivi-nel-jobs-act-e-nella-legge-di-stabilita-per-il-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/12/assunzioni-gli-incentivi-nel-jobs-act-e-nella-legge-di-stabilita-per-il-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/20/contratti-l-apprendistato-dopo-il-jobs-act/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/28/vicini-alla-pensione-come-funziona-il-part-time-agevolato/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/06/unioni-civili-legislazione-sul-lavoro-diritti-contratti-impresa-familiare/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/28/jobs-act-contratto-di-solidarieta-espansiva-e-ricambio-generazionale/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/07/14/premio-le-fonti-awards-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/14/jobs-act-il-decreto-correttivo-le-novita-su-apprendistato-voucher-dimissioni-telematiche/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/14/jobs-act-il-decreto-correttivo-le-novita-su-apprendistato-voucher-dimissioni-telematiche/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/22/tutela-dei-dati-la-privacy-dopo-il-jobs-act-e-ladeguamento-al-nuovo-regolamento-europeo/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/22/tutela-dei-dati-la-privacy-dopo-il-jobs-act-e-ladeguamento-al-nuovo-regolamento-europeo/
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-12-01/liberta-reiterazione-licenziamento-presenza-fondati-motivi-e-irrilevanza-fungibilita-presenza-un-effettiva-soppressione-una-specifica-posizione-lavorativa-113732.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-12-01/liberta-reiterazione-licenziamento-presenza-fondati-motivi-e-irrilevanza-fungibilita-presenza-un-effettiva-soppressione-una-specifica-posizione-lavorativa-113732.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-12-01/liberta-reiterazione-licenziamento-presenza-fondati-motivi-e-irrilevanza-fungibilita-presenza-un-effettiva-soppressione-una-specifica-posizione-lavorativa-113732.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-12-01/liberta-reiterazione-licenziamento-presenza-fondati-motivi-e-irrilevanza-fungibilita-presenza-un-effettiva-soppressione-una-specifica-posizione-lavorativa-113732.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-12-01/liberta-reiterazione-licenziamento-presenza-fondati-motivi-e-irrilevanza-fungibilita-presenza-un-effettiva-soppressione-una-specifica-posizione-lavorativa-113732.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-07-04/obbligo-repechage-licenziamento-non-dipende-fungibilita-dipendente-ma-possibilita-reimpiego-120619.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-07-04/obbligo-repechage-licenziamento-non-dipende-fungibilita-dipendente-ma-possibilita-reimpiego-120619.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-07-04/obbligo-repechage-licenziamento-non-dipende-fungibilita-dipendente-ma-possibilita-reimpiego-120619.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/avvocatoAffari/intervistaAvvocato/2016-10-19/tommaso-targa-partner-studio-trifiro-partners--161448.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/avvocatoAffari/intervistaAvvocato/2016-10-19/tommaso-targa-partner-studio-trifiro-partners--161448.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-06-07/unioni-civili-e-rapporto-lavoro-130433.php
http://Il decreto legislativo recante disposizioni integrative e correttive dei decreti attuativi del Jobs 
http://Il decreto legislativo recante disposizioni integrative e correttive dei decreti attuativi del Jobs 
http://Il decreto legislativo recante disposizioni integrative e correttive dei decreti attuativi del Jobs 
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-04-29/l-assenza-ingiustificata-prolungata-puo-determinare-risoluzione-rapporto-lavoro-mutuo-consenso-100741.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-04-29/l-assenza-ingiustificata-prolungata-puo-determinare-risoluzione-rapporto-lavoro-mutuo-consenso-100741.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-04-29/l-assenza-ingiustificata-prolungata-puo-determinare-risoluzione-rapporto-lavoro-mutuo-consenso-100741.php
http://I controlli difensivi e l'utilizzabilità delle prove raccolte ai fini disciplinari
http://I controlli difensivi e l'utilizzabilità delle prove raccolte ai fini disciplinari
I benefit erogati in sostituzione dei premi: i chiarimenti dell'Agenzia delle Entrate
I benefit erogati in sostituzione dei premi: i chiarimenti dell'Agenzia delle Entrate
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/avvocatoAffari/mercatiImpresa/2016-11-24/privacy-shield-garante-autorizza-trasferimento-dati-personali-usa-111637.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/avvocatoAffari/mercatiImpresa/2016-11-24/privacy-shield-garante-autorizza-trasferimento-dati-personali-usa-111637.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-07-29/distacco-internazionale-nuove-regole-155631.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-11-10/localizzazione-satellitare-gps-e-art-4-statuto-chiarimenti-ispettorato-lavoro-114727.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoLavoro/2016-11-10/localizzazione-satellitare-gps-e-art-4-statuto-chiarimenti-ispettorato-lavoro-114727.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/avvocatoAffari/mercatiImpresa/2016-11-09/la-concorrenza-sleale-favore-societa-gruppo-attuata-attraverso-soggetti-interposti-160928.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/avvocatoAffari/mercatiImpresa/2016-11-09/la-concorrenza-sleale-favore-societa-gruppo-attuata-attraverso-soggetti-interposti-160928.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoCivile/2016-09-16/supersocieta-fatto-costituzione-e-conseguenze-caso-insolvenza-113613.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoCivile/2016-09-16/supersocieta-fatto-costituzione-e-conseguenze-caso-insolvenza-113613.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoCivile/2016-06-16/videosorveglianza-recenti-orientamenti-tema-conservazione-immagini-registrate-164649.php
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/art/dirittoCivile/2016-06-16/videosorveglianza-recenti-orientamenti-tema-conservazione-immagini-registrate-164649.php
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/partners/claudio-ponari/
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/partners/tommaso-targa/
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/partners/antonio-cazzella
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/associati/valeria-de-lucia/
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/partners/damiana-lesce/
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/partners/vittorio-provera
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EVENTS & PUBLICATIONS
EVENTS AND CONVENTIONS

PUBLISHING

1. Labor Code Pocket Tribune 
2015

2. Law Code of Labour in 2016 
TribunaMajor

3. Working itinera IPSOA 2016

• Incontro: Cassa Integrazione Guadagni Ordinaria e Straordi-
naria alla luce del Jobs Act | Milano 3 febbraio 2016

• Assemblea Confindustria Trento: Novità del Jobs Act | Trento 
16 Febbraio 2016

• Convegno: La gestione degli Expatriates | Milano 19 Aprile 
2016

• Corso di Aggiornamento AIGA: La procedura di mobilità e 
la nuova disciplina della CIGS dopo il Jobs Act | Vigevano 22 
Aprile 2016

• Convegno: Di Lavoro e D’Accordo | Dolegna del Collio (GO) 
29 Aprile 2016

• Convegno nazionale AGI | Perugia 9-11 Giugno 2016

• Convegno Plurijus | Gent 10-11 Giugno 2016

• TopLegal Awards, 10° Edizione

• Le Fonti Awards 2016 – Studio Legale dell’Anno Diritto del 
Lavoro

• TopLegal Awards 2016: Studio Trifirò & Partners

• Evento: LavorareIn… Le professioni delle risorse umane | 
Trento 15 Febbraio 2016

• Corso di aggiornamento AIGA: Diritto del lavoro | Vigevano 
15 Gennaio e 18 Marzo 2016

• Incontro AIB: Controlli a distanza sull’attività dei lavoratori | 
Brescia 24 Marzo 2016

• Seminario Confindustria Trento: La nuova disciplina dei 
controlli a distanza | Trento 5 Maggio 2016

• Seminario UPI: Modalità di risoluzione del rapporto di 
lavoro e criticità | Parma 19 Maggio 2016

• Seminario AIDP: La gestione del personale alla luce delle 
ultime novità normative | 25 Novembre 2016

• Seminario sulla risoluzione del rapporto di lavoro dopo il 
Jobs Act | Milano 22 Giugno 2016

• GIDP – Gran Gala 2016

• Labour Awards 2016: Studio Trifirò & Partners

http://www.trifiro.info/en/2016/01/03/labor-code-pocket-tribune-2015/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/2016/01/03/labor-code-pocket-tribune-2015/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/2016/01/09/law-code-of-labour-in-2016-tribunamajor/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/2016/01/09/law-code-of-labour-in-2016-tribunamajor/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/26/guida-lavoro-itinera-ipsoa-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/2016/04/26/working-itinera-ipsoa-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/03/incontro-cassa-integrazione-guadagni-ordinaria-e-straordinaria-alla-luce-del-jobs-act-milano-3-febbraio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/03/incontro-cassa-integrazione-guadagni-ordinaria-e-straordinaria-alla-luce-del-jobs-act-milano-3-febbraio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/16/assemblea-confindustria-trento-novita-del-jobs-act-trento-16-febbraio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/16/assemblea-confindustria-trento-novita-del-jobs-act-trento-16-febbraio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/08/convegno-la-gestione-degli-expatriates-milano-19-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/08/convegno-la-gestione-degli-expatriates-milano-19-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/22/corso-di-aggiornamento-aiga-la-procedura-di-mobilita-e-la-nuova-disciplina-della-cigs-dopo-il-jobs-act-vigevano-22-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/22/corso-di-aggiornamento-aiga-la-procedura-di-mobilita-e-la-nuova-disciplina-della-cigs-dopo-il-jobs-act-vigevano-22-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/22/corso-di-aggiornamento-aiga-la-procedura-di-mobilita-e-la-nuova-disciplina-della-cigs-dopo-il-jobs-act-vigevano-22-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/29/convegno-di-lavoro-e-daccordo-dolegna-del-collio-go-29-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/29/convegno-di-lavoro-e-daccordo-dolegna-del-collio-go-29-aprile-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/05/19/convegno-nazionale-agi-perugia-9-11-giugno-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/14/convegno-plurijus-gent-10-11-giugno-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/21/toplegal-awards-10-edizione/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/30/le-fonti-awards-2016-studio-legale-dellanno-diritto-del-lavoro/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/30/le-fonti-awards-2016-studio-legale-dellanno-diritto-del-lavoro/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/22/toplegal-awards-2016-studio-trifiro-partners/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/15/evento-lavorarein-le-professioni-delle-risorse-umane-trento-15-febbraio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/15/evento-lavorarein-le-professioni-delle-risorse-umane-trento-15-febbraio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/25/corso-di-aggiornamento-aiga-diritto-del-lavoro-vigevano-15-gennaio-e-18-marzo-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/02/25/corso-di-aggiornamento-aiga-diritto-del-lavoro-vigevano-15-gennaio-e-18-marzo-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/30/incontro-aib-controlli-a-distanza-sullattivita-dei-lavoratori-brescia-24-marzo-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/03/30/incontro-aib-controlli-a-distanza-sullattivita-dei-lavoratori-brescia-24-marzo-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/26/seminario-confindustria-trento-la-nuova-disciplina-dei-controlli-a-distanza/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/04/26/seminario-confindustria-trento-la-nuova-disciplina-dei-controlli-a-distanza/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/05/09/convegno-upi-modalita-di-risoluzione-del-rapporto-di-lavoro-e-criticita-parma-19-maggio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/05/09/convegno-upi-modalita-di-risoluzione-del-rapporto-di-lavoro-e-criticita-parma-19-maggio-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/14/seminario-aidp-la-gestione-del-personale-alla-luce-delle-ultime-novita-normative-25-novembre-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/14/seminario-aidp-la-gestione-del-personale-alla-luce-delle-ultime-novita-normative-25-novembre-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/23/seminario-sulla-risoluzione-del-rapporto-di-lavoro-dopo-il-jobs-act-milano-22-giugno-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/06/23/seminario-sulla-risoluzione-del-rapporto-di-lavoro-dopo-il-jobs-act-milano-22-giugno-2016/
http://www.trifiro.info/2016/11/21/gidp-gran-gala-2016/
Labour Awards 2016: Studio Trifirò & Partners
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STUDIO T & P
PARTNERS & ASSOCIATES

Salvatore
Trifirò

→View the profile

Paola 
Siniramed

→View the profile

Stefano 
Beretta

→View the profile

Giacinto 
Favalli

→View the profile

Bonaventura 
Minutolo

→View the profile

Vittorio 
Provera

→View the profile

Stefano Trifirò

→View the profile

Anna Maria 
Corna

→View the profile

Giorgio 
Molteni

→View the profile

Marina Olgiati

→View the profile

Marina Tona

→View the profile

Mario 
Cammarata

→View the profile

Luca Peron

→View the profile

Francesco 
Autelitano

→View the profile

Antonio 
Cazzella

→View the profile

Damiana Lesce

→View the profile

Mariapaola 
Rovetta Arici

→View the profile

Valentina 
Ruzzenenti

→View the profile

Luca D'Arco

→View the profile

Orazio Marano

→View the profile

Paolo 
Zucchinali

→View the profile

Tiziano Feriani

→View the profile

Filippo Salvo

→View the profile

Tommaso 
Targa

→View the profile

http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/salvatore-trifiro/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/paola-siniramed/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/stefano-beretta/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/giacinto-favalli/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/bonaventura-minutolo/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/vittorio-provera/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/stefano-trifiro/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/anna-maria-corna/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/giorgio-molteni/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/marina-olgiati/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/marina-tona/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/mario-cammarata/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/luca-peron/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/francesco-autelitano/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/antonio-cazzella/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/damiana-lesce/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/mariapaola-rovetta-arici/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/valentina-ruzzenenti/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/luca-darco/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/orazio-marano/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/paolo-zucchinali/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/tiziano-feriani/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/filippo-salvo/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/tommaso-targa/
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Valeria De 
Lucia

→View the profile

Marta Filadoro

→View the profile

Barbara Fumai

→View the profile

Sara Lovecchio

→View the profile

Diego Meucci

→View the profile

Anna Minutolo

→View the profile

Jacopo Moretti

→View the profile

Francesca 
Retus

→View the profile

Giampaolo 
Tagliagambe

→View the profile

Francesco 
Torniamenti

→View the profile

Giovanna 
Vaglio

→View the profile

Veronica 
Rigoni

→View the profile

Beatrice 
Ghiani

→View the profile

Angelo di 
Gioia

→View the profile

Paola Balletti

→View the profile

Paola Lonigro

→View the profile

Claudio Ponari

→View the profile

Teresa Cofano

→View the profile

Andrea 
Beretta

→View the profile

Francesco 
Chiarelli

→View the profile

Francesco 
Cristiano

→View the profile

http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/valeria-de-lucia/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/marta-filadoro/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/barbara-fumai/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/sara-lovecchio/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/diego-meucci/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/anna-minutolo/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/jacopo-moretti/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/francesca-retus/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/giampaolo-tagliagambe/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/francesco-torniamenti/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/giovanna-vaglio-bianco/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/veronica-rigoni/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/beatrice-ghiani/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/angelo-di-gioia/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/paola-balletti/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/paola-lonigro/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/claudio-ponari/
http://www.trifiro.info/professionisti/partners/teresa-cofano/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/andrea-beretta/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/partners/francesco-chiarelli/
http://www.trifiro.info/en/professionisti/associati/francesco-cristiano/
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OFFICES AND CONTACTS

MILAN

TURIN TRENTO

PARMA

ROME

Via San Barnaba, 32
20122
Tel.: + 39 02 55 00 11
Fax.: + 39 02 54 60 391; + 39 02 55 185 052; 
+39 02 55 013 295

Via Raimondo Montecuccoli, 9
10121
Tel.: + 39 011 53 06 15
Fax.: + 39 011 51 19 137

Via Galileo Galilei, 24
38122
Tel.: + 39 0461 26 06 37
Fax.: + 39 0461 26 44 41

Strada XXII Luglio, 15
43121
Tel.: + 39 0521 23 94 65
Fax.: + 39 0521 23 0724

Piazza Giuseppe Mazzini, 27
00195
Tel.: + 39 06 3204744; + 39 06 37351176
Fax.: + 39 02 54 60 391; + 39 02 55 185 052; 
+39 06 36000362

Online Contacts

Website: www.trifiro.info
Email address: trifiro.partners@trifiro.it

LinkedIn: Trifirò & Partners Avvocati

Twitter: @TrifiroPartners

http://www.trifiro.info
mailto:trifiro.partners%40trifiro.it?subject=
mailto:https://www.linkedin.com/company/10816782%3Ftrk%3Dtyah%26trkInfo%3DclickedVertical%253Acompany%252CclickedEntityId%253A10816782%252Cidx%253A1-1-1%252CtarId%253A1474983894761%252Ctas%253Atrifir%25C3%25B2%2520?subject=
mailto:https://twitter.com/TrifiroPartners?subject=
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